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Issue 75 – Not much to Report

NOTICE OF MEETING

With everything being cancelled it is a bit difficult to make this a bumper issue so a few pictures of past events will have to do.

The Annual General Meeting of the Buffalo
Rifle Association of Australia will be held at
a time convenient to Members during the
Billy Dixon Match scheduled for the Nioka
Range 25-26 September 2021.

That said, the Billy Dixon scheduled for 25/26
September is still booked to go ahead. The
lockdowns do not apply out of the Greater Sydney area after the end of August, so fingers
XXX.
Should the situation change you will, of course,
be advised at once.

A Bit of History
From Gary Vandersluis
It was in 1999 when I read in a copy of the
now defunct Shoot Magazine an article about a
shoot that had been organised at a country
and western singers ranch in the United
States, can’t remember where unfortunately.
The shoot was a long range event for black
powder cartridge rifles of the mid 19th Century. The four targets were set up at distances of
200, 300, 600, and 1000 yards . I remember
that the largest was a 12 foot by 6 foot rectangle with a black 6ft by 6ft centre and two 3ft
by 6ft sides.

Members wishing to put a motion to the
meeting should advise the Club Secretary in
writing at least seven days before the meeting. Motions not previously advised may be
taken from the floor at the discretion of the
Chairman/President.
The AGM includes the election of Officers for
the 2021/2022 year and Members wishing
to stand for any position should contact the
Club Secretary on 0448 586 272 to obtain a
nomination form. Existing Committee Members do not need to renominate and will be
automatically deemed re elected unless they
withdraw or another Member nominates for
their position, in which case an election will
be held for that position.
Should the Billy Dixon Match be cancelled
due to the Covid restrictions the AGM will be
postponed and held during the 1st Club
Match shot after September and no further
advice will be issued.

2021 BILLY DIIXON MATCH
WILL BE HELD AT THE
NIOKA RANGE ON 25/26
SEPTEMBER WITH SIDE
MATCHES PM ON 23RD.
FULL DETAILS NEARER THE
TIME

History continued
The 600 ft target was 6ft by 6ft and the
200 and 300 correspondingly smaller. I
thought that this was a great idea for an
Australian shoot but unfortunately I
couldn’t do anything about it until early
in 2000 I met John and Erin Knox,
‘Cincy Ann Parker’ and ‘The Boss’ at a
Cowboy Action Match in Canberra. The
Knox’s operated a 3000 acre sheep
property at Piambong near Mudgee.
Whilst socialising with them I told them
about my idea for a long range single
shot BP cartridge match and they enthusiastically offered their property for
the purpose. The next couple of months
was occupied by obtaining the Cowboy
Action Shooting Societies financial patronage which allowed the purchase of
the steel for targets, and visits to Piambong to discuss the site for the match
and where the targets would be set on
the property. John Knox arranged the
cutting up of the steel and placement of
the targets at the correct distances but
Erin demanded one change, that the
large target be changed from the Rectangle into the shape of a Bison which reduced the
size somewhat. I agreed
with CASS that the match
would be the Long Range
side event for their annual
championships. It was to
be a two day match, day
one being a traditional
Creedmoor style match
and day two a Bison
Hunt. We advertised the
coming event to Cowboy
action shooters and the
first match took place in
September of that year.

And that was how
in 2000 the 1st
Billy Dixon Match
came into being.
The rest, as they
say, is history!

Top: The Piambong Range. Centre: Facilities were a bit basic at Piambong but the
shearing shed was a comfortable place to sleep. Bottom: The Piambong shooters in
2007

Do you deburr the flash holes
when you get new brass?
No is my answer. If not why not? Never
thought about it.. One guy that does so uses a tool made by Hornady to do the job.
The tool includes two floating pilots with
multiple diameter steps to match the calibre you are prepping. You chose the one
that’s a close fit to the diameter of the case
mouth, slip it on to the shaft and screw the
handle in place.
Then you insert the shaft into the case and
slide the pilot forward until it enters the
case mouth.
Holding the pilot and case firmly in one
hand, you guide the cutter in to the flash
hole, then push down and rotate the handle
until you feel the cutter shaft bottom out.
Each flash hole will be deburred uniformly.

Krank….
This firm in the UK is similar to
our old friends Buffalo Arms and if
anything bigger.
Even if you have no money to
spend, their catalogue can be
downloaded and makes for some
good reading.

Penrith Gun Show
2021
The name and venue have changed but
it should be a goer this year. The event
is now called the Sydney Gun Show and
will be held at the Sydney International
Shooting Centre at Cecil Park (the old
Olympic shooting complex). The next
one is scheduled for 13/14 November,
subject to you know what…..

Lets go fishing
Apologies for the quality of the photos but they
show rather well what happens if you behave like
an idiot. These hero’s decided to shoot the fish
rather than hook it. They were lucky to walk away
with just a buggered gun. Courtesy of Sporting Shooter Magazine

Whether it is worth the trouble is hard to prove
but it would make some sense. The picture below
shows what the tool achieves
Incidently, Members who have visited the Pedersoli website will have seen that they recommend
putting a sheet of newspaper over the primer before putting in powder. Haven’t tried that either.

The Rankin Springs Match to which BRAA Members were invited went ahead.
Thanks to Dan Macdonald for the invites and this report

Rankins Springs BPCR Silhouette
Well, what can I say, the shoot looked to be well supported with an indication of up to 26 shooters, including BRAA members, likely to attend.
Plans were put in place to accommodate everyone and make sure we had an enjoyable shoot.
Then "it" started, the dreaded lockdowns. First we lost our shooters from the Greater Sydney area,
okay, we can still go ahead.
Next to fall was the Newcastle area, another couple down. We're still on. Then we had the wandering
tourist from Sydney that caused the New England lockdown, (Bye Gav and Ken). Surely it would stop
there? Next to fall were my two sons, Brody had to work and Blair sprained his ankle.
A bunch of emails and phone calls later, we still had 16. Then the border closed, down another 3. Then
the ACT joined in, two more gone.
11 shooters were left standing, we'll go ahead. I had all of the Covid protocols in place and we were still
an authorised "gathering".
Arriving at the range around lunchtime on Friday, we set about getting the targets out and ready for
some practice. A bit of time setting up camp and getting some firewood, then into some shooting.
Friday evening saw us at the pub, (it's about 900m away) for a very nice meal and a few ales. Back to
the range to sit around the fire and enjoy some fresh air.
Saturday morning arrived fresh and crisp with a light frost. Folks started rolling in and enjoyed some
fresh off the BBQ, bacon and egg rolls for breaky.
We lost a couple more shooters that had to pull out at the last minute but we still had 9.
The range was opened up for practice and as I had a couple of new shooters, the morning was spent
helping them getting some sight settings and explaining the rules of the game.
Anyone who has shot on this range knows that at a certain time mid-morning the targets "disappear",
so we just pottered about waiting for the light to come good.
The berms behind the targets were covered in greenery that was making fall of shot hard to see,
so, "armed with shovels and rakes and implements of destruction", (Alice's Restaurant - Arlo Guthrie), we set about cleaning them back to bare dirt.
Between that and a favourable change in light conditions, we had an early lunch and got on with the
match.
We rolled through the match at a nice pace, I elected not to shoot which gave me the opportunity to spot
and help the newbies and also made it two relays of four, which worked better. There was a nice relaxed
feel to the match and it was just good to hear the noise and smell the smoke of a shoot.
There were some shooters happy with their scores and some not so happy, as always, but that's silhouette.
Some time before 4 in the afternoon came the dreaded news. The powers that be had announced the
State-wide lockdown!
Luckily we were on the final round, so the last relay fired at their last five targets and it was all over.
A quick packing up of the range and camp and everyone was on their way home before 5pm. ( We were
informed that it was okay to travel home)
Despite the drop in numbers, it turned out to be a pretty good shoot, albeit cut short. Everyone was still
glad to get some trigger time with their rifles and catch up with friends. Our new shooters enjoyed themselves and have decided to take on the challenge that is silhouette.
The SSAA have cancelled all of their major shoots for the rest of the year. While this may seem to be a
negative, what it does do, is free up ranges and weekends.
Pending the lifting of the lockdowns, ( I'm being optimistic here ), it was discussed whether we might be
able to put another silhouette shoot on…..stay tuned. Dan

